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Tips for a great Sunday afternoon 
What day is the text about? 

Do you know other days in English? Write them down.

Places to go read

a In the text the children say where they are going. Underline the places they are going to.

b  Answer the questions:

 1 Who is Michael going to the woods with?

 2 Where does Maria live?

 3 Who is Abdel going to the park with?

 4 What is Nena going to do?

1

2

read

What are you going to do this Sunday? 

Michael: 
On Sunday I’m going to walk in the woods. My grandparents 
are taking me. We are going to have a picnic if it’s sunny 
weather.

Maria: 
I’m going to fly a kite at the beach. And then me and my 
brother are going to swim in the sea. The beach is really 
close to our house.

Abdel: 
I’m going to the play in the park with my friend Thomas. 
We’re going to cycle. He has a stunt bike so we are going to 
do some stunts too. 

Nena: 
I’m going to stay at home and do nothing!
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Puzzle words

a  Write the English words in the puzzle. Choose from: woods – nothing – cycle – park – 
coat – trampoline – sun – playground – roller-skate – beach – street – door. 

1 You put this on if it is cold outside.

2 You can jump on this.

3 There is a lot of sand here.

4 There are a lot of trees here.

5 A big yellow thing in the sky that shines.

6  You can play here, but watch out for cars 

and bikes!

7  Place in a town where you can sit and where 

there is grass.

8  When you don’t have anything, you have ... .

9  You close this when you leave your house.

10  There is a swing and a climbing frame here. 

You can play here.

11 Shoe with wheels.

12 You do this on your bike.

b  Use the letters in the grey squares to make a sentence.  

Your Sunday afternoon speak   
a Where do you like to go on a Sunday afternoon? Draw a circle around your favourite places. 

b  Can you write down more nice places to go? Write them down in English. 

c  Write down your top 5 places to go. Write the place you like best next to number 1, the 
place you like least next to number 5. 

 1  4 

 2   5 

 3  

Talk with a classmate words   speak   
Work in pairs. Tell each other in English where you go on Sundays. Try to say as many places as 
you can. How long can you keep talking? Look at exercise 4 for ideas.
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shops living-roombeach
playgroundstreetwoods

This Sunday I’m 

going to the beach. So am I!
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Come to the playground! read

Read the text on the poster and write down your answers to the questions.

1  What is happening on 4 October? 

2 What can you do? 

3 What time is the trampoline park open? 

4 How much does a ticket to go to the trampoline park cost? 

5 What would you like to do there? 

Make a poster write   *
Make a poster about a nice place, for example a playground, a park, the beach or… Choose 
a place yourself. Write down: 
- where it is
- a special event that day
- what you can do
- the time it starts and ends

Make your poster fun and interesting, so that everyone wants to come.

6

7

Come to the opening of the

Trampoline park 

SATURDAY 4 OCTOBER 

OPEN THE WHOLE DAY! (10AM-5PM) 

Professional trampolines, bouncy 

castle, face painting, music, food and 

drinks and more!

Bring your friends and family!

Entrance is free!
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Words to know

Phrases

play on the swings op de schommel spelen

jump on the trampoline trampolinespringen

fly a kite vliegeren

cycle fietsen

roller-skate skaten, rolschaatsen

play table tennis tafeltennis spelen 

have a water fight een watergevecht houden

walk the dog de hond uitlaten

The sun is shining.  De zon schijnt.

Come out and play! Kom buiten spelen!

I’m going to play. Ik ga spelen.

I’m going to play in the park. Ik ga spelen in het park.

I’m going to do nothing! Ik ga niets doen!

Wait, I have to ...  Wacht ik moet ...

get the key. de sleutel pakken.

tell my parents. het tegen mijn ouders zeggen.

put on my shoes. mijn schoenen aantrekken. 

put on my coat. mijn jas aantrekken.

close the door. de deur dichtdoen.

beach strand

park park

playground speeltuin

street straat

woods bos

nothing niets

sports field sportveld

Words and phrases


